
As we welcome the new year, let's take a moment 
to celebrate our past year's progress in creating a 
stronger and more connected community.

Reaching People Where They Are 
2023 was a year of change and connection. Our 
neighbors emerged from the pandemic with new 
skills and preferences. While in-person activities 
are returning to pre-pandemic levels, interest in 
online classes remains high. 

We responded by providing multiple ways for 
seniors and people with disabilities to join in, 
based on their interests and needs. Our programs 
have helped participants reconnect with old 
friends and form new bonds.

Improving Social Health  
One of our primary goals is to improve social 
health by building connections and engagement. 
Our participants have people they can ask for 
help, more connection to friends and neighbors, 
and a greater sense of purpose. We are proud to 
play a part in strengthening these vital links.

Empowering Seniors  
and People with Disabilities  
Seniors and people with disabilities have much 
to contribute to creating thriving communities. 
Many of our programs start with ideas from our 
neighbors. 

We provide tools, resources, and opportunities 
for participants to engage and learn, including 
computer classes, internet access, and job 
placements through SF ReServe. This year,  
we introduced 11 microgrants to  
create opportunities for local  
leaders to try new ideas.
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Welcoming Our Diverse Neighbors  
San Francisco's diverse array of race, cultures, 
languages, and abilities are part of what makes our 
City so special. CLC continued our commitment to 
providing programs meet our neighbors' needs. 

Our Chinese-language programs grew in 2023, 
including new in-person classes in District 11. 
Our Food Networks, with 75% African American 
participants, brought healthy food and connection 
to Bayview, OMI, and Park Merced neighbors. 
We increased cultural programs and outreach in 
Chinese and Spanish. And to create accessible 
spaces for all, we led our staff in a series of trainings 
this year around accessibility, inclusion, effective 
communication, and other key topics.

Creating a Better San Francisco  
Throughout the year, we continued to advocate 
for senior- and disability-focused resources and 
systemic changes to enable us all to age and thrive. 
As we face City budget austerity, this work will 
become increasingly important.

Thank you to our neighbors, donors, foundations, 
City departments, and volunteers for your ongoing 
support. As we look ahead to 2024, we are excited 
to continue working together to empower seniors 
and people with disabilities to age and thrive in 
the community. Thank you for your continued 
commitment to CLC and 
to our community.

With gratitude, 
The CLC Team



82% 
of participants feel 
better able to stay  
in their homes 

99% 
of participants 
feel healthier
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Community Building. We build programs that  
connect neighbors throughout San Francisco. Together, we are 
cultivating the friendships needed to age and thrive at home.

84% 
know one or more 
neighbors to ask 
for help

68% 
have helped a  
neighbor

99%  
know more about 
community 
services

Community Connector Networks 
build strong relationships among 
neighbors and friends who can be 
there for each other. Whether meeting 
online or in person, participants make 
connections, learn together, and just 
have fun. 

Over 1,120 seniors and people 
with disabilities joined in 1,900 hours 
of activities. In 2023, we expanded in-person 
activities, including walks, outdoor tai chi, field 
trips, healthy aging talks, and a Never Better Aging 
event. We maintained a robust virtual calendar 
offering tech support, writing classes, and art and 
music programs, including a monthly series with 
aging-focused authors.

"One of the best things about CLC for me is  
  meeting other people, whether that's in person  
  or online, it's been a real treat." 
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Neighbors helping neighbors are  
at the heart of our work.

Neighbors in Food Delivery Networks 
bring groceries and human connection to 
seniors and people with disabilities who can’t 
travel to food pantries on their own. 

This year, our Bayview packing and delivery 
team moved with Meals on Wheels to their new 
location, with dedicated refrigeration, storage, 
and office space. This has been an incredible 
help, enabling our staff and volunteers to better 
serve their community. 

Our dedicated teams of staff and volunteers 
delivered over 8,000 bags of healthy 
foods and made more than 10,100 visits. 
They also provided 800 hours of phone 
calls and assistance. 

90%  
of recipients feel  
the groceries  
help them stay  
in their homes

76%  
feel that they  
can get help  
when they need it 

93%  
feel less isolated

"The staff and volunteers   
  do a great job, very caring  
  all the time, a pleasure to  
  see every week."

90%
have more 
access to 
fruits and 
vegetables



Transportation Support 
Getting around the City remains a challenge 
for many seniors and people with disabilities. 
Through a strong partnership with SF 
Paratransit and additional funding, we were 
able to provide 225 
transportation 
subsidies, worth 
$76,410 in rides. 
In the new year, we’ll 
work to ensure the 
City’s Essential Trip 
Card continues and 
that we can keep assisting those who need help 
getting to essential appointments.

Chinese 
Program  
In 2023, our 
Chinese Program 
expanded to 25 
weekly online 
computer 

classes, two weekly singing classes, and 
four cultural celebrations. We host a weekly 
cultural language exchange program that 
includes English practice, a Mandarin class, 
and other healthy aging topics. We also added 
two in-person Tai Chi classes and three in-
person tech-help desks. We held a photo walk, 
scanning workshops, and other cultural events 
throughout the year. This community is thriving. 
Here's to a great 2024 and beyond!

Writing Groups 
Our weekly writing 
groups continued to 
nurture the writers 
with one in-person 
and four online 
workshops each week. 

CLC published our second Art of Remembering 
journal and held online readings every two 
months. We continued our partnership with 
Litquake, both online and in person. More 
writers also published in outside journals, as 
their dedication to the craft increased and 
fueled their inspiration and art.

CLC Microgrant Program 
The Community Living Campaign's Microgrant 
Project awarded 11 grants funded by individual 
donors. These projects fostered community 
connections, developed staff leadership skills, 
and responded to identified community needs. 
Grants included field trips, writing groups, 
cultural events, tech workshops, and seminars. 
Microgrants fueled field trip adventures and 

community 
gatherings, 
launched a 
popular weekly 
Chinese-English 
Cultural Exchange, 
published writers, 

fostered tech literacy, and increased outreach to 
isolated neighbors.
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We turn strangers into neighbors,  
and neighbors into friends.

Our neighbors continue to drive CLC's programs and initiatives. San Francisco seniors and people 
with disabilities contributed suggestions, identified needs, organized activities, and shared skills.  
Here are four of the community-generated initiatives that we were proud to fund and support in 2023. 
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Empowerment. We grow the skills and tools needed to 
live a good life, whether that’s learning how to use technology, 

finding employment, or advocating for yourself and others. 

Get Tech Help

Find Things on Tablet

Adjust Tablet Settings

Connect Through Email

Open Email Attachments

Use a Web Browser

Stay Safe Online

Fill Out an Online Form

Use Zoom, Facetime, etc.

Find Health Information

 Percent Increase in Confidence

60% 
Chinese

29% 
English

    11%       Spanish   

Neighborhood Tech Connect  
Increases Tech Access and Confidence 
Before joining this program, 54% of participants were new to the 
Internet, and 43% hadn't used Zoom. After getting tablets and 
training, participants now report they are more confident  
connecting to people and resources online.

This past year, we encouraged tech learners to join us in person.  
We held photo walks and scanning events that created connections 
while teaching tech skills. And we expanded in-person tutoring and 
help desk options. Virtual classes remain a strong option for many: 
folks joined classes to learn skills like Google Suite, MS Office, Using 
Smartphones in an Emergency, and many more. Altogether, staff 
and volunteers taught over 820 neighbors.  We are providing 
400 tablets and laptops, along with free or low-cost Internet 
as needed. 

8,560
hours of virtual and  
in-person tech tutoring, 
classes, and tech support  
in Cantonese, Mandarin, 
English, and Spanish

85%  
of Device Program 
participants feel less 
isolated and have people 
they can ask for help 

97%  
feel confident finding 
online resources online

97%  
feel more connected to 
family and friends

84%

106%

96%

49%

51%

58%

59%

60%

50%

51%

Get Tech Help

Find Things on Tablet

Adjust Tablet Settings

Connect Through Email

Open Email Attachments

Use a Web Browser

Stay Safe Online

Fill Out an Online Form

Use Zoom, Facetime, etc.

Research Health Information

Percent Increase in Confidence
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The ideas, talents, and energies of  
older adults and people with disabilities 

are a resource for our communities.

Our SF ReServe Job Program helps seniors 
and adults with disabilities earn income and 
contribute to their communities. During the 
past year, 49 ReServists provided 18,891 
hours of expertise at local nonprofits and 
community-focused businesses. During the 
height of the pandemic, our ReServe team shifted 
participants to at-home work, providing laptops, 
Internet, and training. As our partner organizations 
increased in-person options, we were able to 
return more ReServists to on-site work.  

96%  
say their stipend is 
essential to their 
economic security

88%  
say their job has 
increased their  
social interaction

Work Matters Coalition. To increase 
senior and disability employment opportunities, 
SF ReServe partners with other organizations 
including Felton Institute, PRC, and JobsNow. 
Together, we’re able to offer a continuum of 
options from training to part- and full-time work.

SF Senior Beat began with one neighbor’s 
desire to write the stories about older San 
Franciscans that she wasn’t seeing in local papers. 
Led by a veteran editor, the online news magazine 
now employs multiple ReServists to “smash aging 
stereotypes” by sharing stories about our city’s 
vibrant and diverse older adults. Over the past year, 
ReServists published over 55 stories. Read their 
work at sfseniorbeat.com.

97%  
feel their work 
contributes to  
their community

96%  
say SF ReServe 
reduces barriers to 
employment



We all can play a role in building a more age- and 
disability-friendly City. 

Since 2019, the SF Sidewalk 
Search Party has educated 
and encouraged neighbors to take 
small actions like identifying and 
reporting dangerous sidewalks. 

This year, we developed a 311 training and guide 
(available in three languages) to help spread the 
word. These efforts are 
paying off. Our work 
has been featured in 
various newspapers 
in the city, more 
sidewalks are being 
repaired, and we 
are celebrating our 
progress! 

 

The Dignity Fund 
Coalition continued efforts to 
preserve and expand funding 
within the Dept. of Disability 

and Aging Services and to advocate for emerging 
needs.  Over the past few years, Coalition members 
worked to restore $750,000 in dedicated funds and 
co-sponsored the Master Plan for Aging Forum on 
Homelessness. 

We now stand ready to address dire City funding 
shortfalls. Over the next few years, the Dignity 
Fund Coalition will be even more important 
in ensuring that senior- and disability-related 
programs don't lose out during the City's budget 
reductions. Join us for monthly meetings and find 
ways to get involved at sfdignityfund.org.
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Advocacy. We organize coalitions that fight for the  
policies, services, and supports needed to make San Francisco  

a place where we can all age and thrive.

The SF Tech 
Council made 
significant strides 
in advancing digital equity and empowering 
communities in 2023. We organized Tech 
Support/ACP Enrollment Events, received 
recognition at the Project Up Summit, and 
actively participated in California's Digital 
Equity Planning Process. Additionally, we 
secured funding from the Metta Fund to draft a 
Digital Equity Plan for Older Adults and Adults 
with Disabilities, launched a multilingual radio 
outreach campaign, and were featured in an 
AARP Community Challenge Grant video. 

Over the past year, we re-granted funds for 
digital inclusion programming and developed 
a training intervention for digital health 
navigators. The Tech Council’s partnership 
with Blissen for the Kickstart Your Business 
@50+ program trained four cohorts of aspiring 
entrepreneurs. 

These initiatives demonstrate SF Tech 
Council's dedication to building a digitally 
inclusive and empowered San Francisco, and 
our efforts will continue to bridge the digital 
divide and foster innovation for a brighter, 
more connected future.



Rosa G. Agnost
AJB Consulting 
Sylvia J Anderson 
Art With Elders
Avalon Bay Communities
Bayanihan Equity Center
Mariela Bazan, in honor of 

Allison Domicone
Brenda Billings
Elinor Blake
Adele Brookman
Michael Burton
California Domestic    

 Workers Coalition
Barbara Carberry
Catholic Charities
Gil Chasin
Ann & Kwan-Shei Chen
Dr. Anna Chodos
Community Thrift Store
Curry Senior Center
Joseph A. Czuberki
Patti Spaniak Davidson 

Ramona Davies, in  
memory  of Patrick Arbore

Linda Edelstein
Martha Ehrenfeld
Carroll Estes, in  

honor of Marie Jobling
Far Out Gallery 
Mary Fitzpatrick
Irene Fong
Mark Friedlander, in honor 

of the SF ReServe Team
Teresa Emilia Garcia
Mae Go
Judy Goddess &  

Rufus Browning
Margaret Graf
Melanie Grossman
Xin Guan
The Guillen Family
Anne Hinton
Glenda Hope
Sue Horst

Debra Howell
ILRC San Francisco
Jim Illig & Larry Dotz
Lin Ishihara, in honor  

of Michael Bereskin
The Jobling-Fazio Family
Wanda Jung
Dr. Harvey & Gay Kaplan
Dave Knego
Christine Kristen
Kate Kuckro
Lee Kuckro
Legacy Film Festival  

On Aging
Jessica Lehman
Lori Liederman
Elinore & Larry Lurie
Eric Mar
Laura Marlin
Andrew McAghon,  

in memory of  
Eugene DI Basilio

Mary Leigh Mclellan

Shireen McSpadden
Meals on Wheels  

San Francisco
Mission Neighborhood  

 Center
Sandy & Jeff Mori
Linda Murley
Bob Newbold
Anthony Nicco
Elfrieda O'Neill
On Lok
Susan Poor Consulting
Rebecca Prozan
Kevin Reilly, in honor  

of Marie Jobling
Pete C. Renteria
Jane Riney
Byron Sakamoto,  

in memory of  
Dewayne Austin

Deborah Satten

Victoria Seid
Senior & Disability Action
Keyatta Shade
SteppingStone Health
Suomala + Consulting
Paul E Terry, in  

honor of Tom Carter
Janet Tom
Valorie & Leopoldo Villela
The Vogel-Denebeim 

Family, in memory of 
Libby Denebeim

James R. Wachob 
Jennifer Walsh
Charlie & Melody Wambeke 
Barbara Wheeler
Art Wolf
Melanie Wolfe
Tim Wolfred
World Institute  

on Disability
Tatyana Yasnovsky 
Jarmin Yeh
Amy Yu

Together, we can create an inclusive San Francisco where people 
of all ages and abilities can truly live “in community”—with all 
the rich relationships and opportunities that define a good life. 

Bring greater joy, health, and connectedness to San Francisco seniors and 
people with disabilities through community-building, empowerment, and 
advocacy. From the beginning, we’ve seen how one person’s idea can transform 
a community. Your donation nurtures these efforts so that neighborhood-based 
solutions can really take off. Together, we can face whatever challenges come next.

Thank You!
Your generous and flexible support enabled us to try creative approaches as we faced unprecedented 
challenges and ever-changing needs. With your support, we’ve worked closely with our neighbors to 
continue reducing isolation, building community, and empowering participants in ways that work best. 
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1663 Mission Street, Suite 525, San Francisco CA 94103

Funders
Armanino Foundation
Comcast
Community Agencies Responding to 

Disaster (CARD)
Inner Sunset Community Advocates,  

in memory of Trilla Jenzsch

Kaiser Foundation
May and Stanley Smith Charitable Trust
McNabb Foundation
Metta Fund
San Francisco Department of  

Disability & Aging Services

San Francisco Mayor's Office of  
Economic & Workforce Development

Sunset Heights Association of  
Responsible People (SHARP)

United Way of the Bay Area
University Mound Ladies Home
Verizon

Donors ($100 or more)


